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The United States is in a global competition for scarce AI talent.1 
The Commission is very concerned with current talent trends. The 
number of domestic-born students participating in AI doctorate 
programs has not increased since 1990, and competition for 
international students has accelerated, endangering the United 
States’ ability to retain international students.2 For the first time 
in our lifetime, the United States risks losing the competition for 
talent on the scientific frontiers. Cultivating more potential talent at 
home and recruiting and retaining more existing talent from foreign 
countries are the only two options to sustain the U.S. lead. 

““For the first time in our lifetime, 
the United States risks losing 
the competition for talent on the 
scientific frontiers.”
Competitors and allies recognize the importance of implementing AI talent strategies. 
Between 2000 and 2014, China’s university system increased its number of science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) graduates by 360%, producing 1.7 
million in 2014 alone.3 The number of STEM graduates in the United States’ university 
system rose by 54% during the same time period, and many were international students.4 
China’s researchers now represent roughly 29% of top-tier deep learning talent in the 
world.5 China and other states have also taken steps to attract international talent with 
flexible immigration policies and incentives for tech talent.6

The United States needs to invest in all AI talent pipelines in order to remain at the forefront 
of AI now and into the future. A passive strategy will not work in the face of the AI talent 
competition. 
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To achieve dominance in AI, the U.S. needs to train four archetypes to propel AI in 
America: researchers, implementers, end users, and informed consumers.

Researchers
AI research engineers will focus on R&D of technologies that enable and 
advance semi- and fully-autonomous systems. They serve as algorithm experts 
with up-to-date knowledge of modern AI research and may be involved in the 
inception of ideas and drive the development cycles from research to testing of 
prototypes for a major project or component of a major project.

End Users
They will have their daily business augmented/enabled by AI. Use of AI will 
strongly resemble the use of currently available software in that it will require 
some system-specific training, but, with the exception of some positions that 
manage data, little to no AI specific expertise.

Informed Consumers
This group of people needs the ability to make better consumer choices when 
purchasing technology and understand the importance of their actions in the market.

Implementers
They will be responsible for data cleaning, feature extraction and selection, 
and analysis; model training and tuning; partnerships with domain knowledge 
experts and end users; and the discovery of local opportunities for exploitation. 
Developers require less training and education than AI experts, and will have 
training, education, and/or experience that is roughly equivalent to an associate 
or bachelor’s degree; and that includes relevant ethics and bias mitigation in 
data processing and model training.

The Promise and Limits of Expanding STEM. 

Investments in STEM education are a necessary part of increasing American national 
power and improving national security. The United States ranks well overall on international 
measures of talent because of our ability to attract international talent, in spite of our 
uneven kindergarten to 12th grade (K-12) education system.7 It is critical that the United 
States invest significantly in STEM education as an engine to drive the growth of AI talent in 
America. Investments in STEM education alone, however, will not be enough for the United 
States to win the international competition for AI and STEM talent. China is producing 
large numbers of computer scientists, engineers, and other STEM graduates.8 For the 
foreseeable future, the United States’ STEM education system does not have the capacity 
nor the quality to produce sufficient STEM or AI talent to supply the United States’ markets 
or national security enterprise.9 To compete, the United States must reform its education 
system to produce both a higher quality and quantity of graduates.  
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Pass a National Defense Education Act II. Motivated by fear that America had fallen behind 
in education and innovation after the Soviets launched Sputnik in 1957, Congress passed 
the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) the following year. The NDEA promoted the 
importance of science, mathematics, and foreign languages for students, authorizing more 
than $1 billion toward decreasing student loans, funding for education at all levels, and 
funding for graduate fellowships. Many students were able to attend college because of 
this legislation. In 1960, 3.6 million students attended college; by 1970 it was 7.5 million.10 
This act helped America win the Space Race, helped power the microelectronics industry, 
accelerated the U.S. capacity to innovate, and, ultimately, played an important role in 
America’s victory in the Cold War. 

The Commission believes the time is right for a second NDEA, one that mirrors the first 
legislation, but with important distinctions. NDEA II would focus on funding students 
acquiring digital skills, like mathematics, computer science, information science, 
data science, and statistics. NDEA II should include K-12 education and reskilling 
programs that address deficiencies across the spectrum of the American educational 
system, purposefully targeting under-resourced school districts. The Commission also 
recommends investments in university-level STEM programs with 25,000 undergraduate, 
5,000 graduate, and 500 PhD-level scholarships. Undergraduate scholarships should 
include credit hours at community colleges to ensure more Americans have access to 
affordable STEM education. Ultimately, the goal of NDEA II is to widen the digital talent 
pool by incentivizing programs for underrepresented Americans. 

““The Commission believes the 
time is right for a second NDEA ...”
Strengthen AI talent through immigration. Immigration reform is a national security imperative. 
Nations that can successfully attract and retain highly skilled individuals gain strategic 
and economic advantages over competitors. Human capital advantages are particularly 
significant in the field of AI, where demand for talent far exceeds supply.11 Highly skilled 
immigrants accelerate American innovation, improve entrepreneurship, and create jobs.12 
The United States benefits far more from the immigration of highly skilled foreign workers 
than other countries. In 2013, the United States had 15 times as many immigrant inventors 
as there were American inventors living abroad.13 By contrast, Canada, Germany, and 
the U.K. all maintain a net negative inventor immigration rate.14 Compared with other U.S. 
advantages in the AI competition—such as financial resources or hardware capacity—this 
immigration advantage is harder for other countries to replicate.

Recommendation

Recommendation
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“
“

“Nations that can successfully 
attract and retain highly  
skilled individuals gain strategic 
and economic advantages  
over competitors.”

“Restrictions harm U.S. innovation 
and economic growth and only 
help our competitors by enabling 
their human capital to grow. They 
also incentivize U.S. technology 
companies to move to where 
talent resides, whether right 
across our borders or overseas.”  

Unfortunately, international students in the United States are increasingly choosing to 
study in other countries or return home.15 One reason is the growing backlog of green card 
petitions.16 Indian immigrants face a particularly long wait. Many will spend decades on 
constrictive work visas waiting to receive their green cards, hindering both the technology 
sector’s ability to recruit talent and Indian immigrants’ quality of life. At the same time, other 
countries are increasing their efforts to attract and retain AI talent, including immigrants in 
Silicon Valley.17
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While immigration benefits the United States, policymakers must also bear in mind the 
threat of unwanted technology transfer. However, restricting immigration is far too blunt a 
tool to solve this problem.18 Restrictions harm U.S. innovation and economic growth and 
only help our competitors by enabling their human capital to grow. They also incentivize 
U.S. technology companies to move to where talent resides, whether right across our 
borders or overseas.19 Technology transfer will only get worse if significant components 
of the U.S. technology sector move their research and development to China or other 
countries that are more vulnerable than the United States to technology transfer efforts.20 
A more effective strategic approach would pair actions to improve the United States’ ability 
to attract top global talent with targeted efforts to combat technology transfer vectors. 
NSCAI addresses technology transfer in detail in Chapter 14 of this report. Changes to 
immigration policies should be paired with those recommendations.

Immigration policy can also slow China’s progress. China’s government takes the threat of 
brain drain seriously, noting that the United States’ ability to attract and retain China’s talent 
is an obstacle to the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) ambitions.21 Increasing China’s 
brain drain will create a dilemma for the CCP—which will be forced to choose between 
losing even more human capital, further slowing their economic growth and threatening 
their advancement in AI, or denying Chinese nationals opportunities to study and work in 
the United States. At the same time, the United States should be cautious about potential 
adverse effects on talent pools in partner nations. 

““Increasing China’s brain drain will 
create a dilemma for the CCP ...”
Broaden the scope of “extraordinary” talent to make the O-1 visa more accessible and 
emphasize AI talent. The O-1 temporary worker visa is for people with extraordinary ability 
or achievement. Currently adjudicators determine an applicant’s eligibility through a 
subjective assessment. For the sciences and technology, this aligns largely with academic 
criteria such as publications in major outlets and is not well suited for people who excel in 
industry. 

Implement and advertise the international entrepreneur rule. The International Entrepreneur 
Rule (IER) allows U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) to grant a period 
of authorized stay to international entrepreneurs who demonstrate that “their stay in the 
United States would provide a significant public benefit through their business venture.”22 
An executive action could announce the administration’s intention to use the IER to boost 
immigrant entrepreneurship, job creation for Americans, and economic growth. USCIS 

Recommendation

Recommendation
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could also be directed to announce that it will give priority to entrepreneurs active in 
high-priority STEM fields such as AI, or in fields that use AI for other applications, such 
as agriculture. Entrepreneurs’ ability to attract investors should be used as a screening 
criterion for entrepreneurs.

Expand and clarify job portability for highly skilled workers. The criteria for workers with H-1B, 
O-1, and other temporary work visas to obtain open market work permits for a one-year 
renewable period are too limited and ambiguous. Changes should clarify when highly 
skilled, nonimmigrant workers are permitted to change jobs or employers, increase job 
flexibility when an employer either withdraws their petition or goes out of business, and 
increase flexibility for H-1B workers seeking other H-1B employment.

Recapture green cards lost to bureaucratic error. Federal agencies generally issue fewer green 
cards than they are allowed. As of 2009, the federal government had failed to issue more 
than 326,000 green cards based on cumulative bureaucratic error.23 The Departments of 
State and Homeland Security (DHS) should publish an up-to-date report on the number of 
green cards lost due to bureaucratic error. Using available authorities, both should grant 
lost green cards to applicants waiting in line. Congress should support the Departments of 
State and Homeland Security by passing legislation to recapture lost green cards.24

Grant green cards to students graduating with STEM PhDs from accredited American universities. 
Congress should amend the Immigration and Nationality Act25 to grant lawful permanent 
residence to any vetted (not posing a national security risk) foreign national who graduates 
from an accredited United States institution of higher education with a doctoral degree in 
a STEM-related field in a residential or mixed residential and distance program and has 
a job offer in a field related to science, technology, engineering, or mathematics. They 
should not be counted toward permanent residency caps.

Double the number of employment-based green cards. Under the current system, 
employment-based green cards are unduly scarce: 140,000 per year, fewer than half of 
which go to the principal worker.26 This leaves many highly skilled workers unable to gain 
permanent residency and unable to transfer jobs or negotiate with employers as effectively 
as domestic workers. This decreases the appeal of joining the American workforce. To 
reduce the backlog of highly skilled workers, the United States should double the number 
of employment-based green cards, with an emphasis on permanent residency for STEM 
and AI-related fields.

Create an entrepreneur visa. International doctoral students are more likely than their native 
peers to want to found a company or become an employee at a startup, but they are less 
likely to pursue those paths.27 One reason is the constraints of the H-1B visa system.28 
Similarly, immigrant entrepreneurs without the capital to use the EB-5 route to permanent 
residency are forced to use other visas that are designed for academics and workers 
in existing companies, not entrepreneurs.29 All of these issues make the United States 
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less attractive for international talent, and, perhaps as important, reduce the ability of 
startups and other small companies—the main source of new jobs for Americans—to hire 
highly skilled immigrants, who have been shown to improve the odds that the business 
will succeed. Congress should create an entrepreneur visa for those who would provide 
a “significant public benefit” to the United States if allowed to stay in the country for a 
limited trial period to grow their companies.30 This visa should serve as an alternative 
to employee-sponsored, investor, or student visas and should instead target promising 
potential founders.

Create an emerging and disruptive technology visa. The National Science Foundation (NSF) 
should identify critical emerging technologies every three years. DHS would then allow 
students, researchers, entrepreneurs, and technologists in applicable fields to apply for 
emerging and disruptive technology visas. This would provide much-needed talent R&D 
and strengthen our economy.31

Recommendation
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